Heatlight VLP10
infrared paint dryer
Victory’s Heatlight range of automotive paint dryers has many
options for both large and small jobs. The VLP10 combines the
flexibility of a hand held paint dryer with the benefits of a free
standing heater. As a handheld unit it is perfect for small repairs,
while used with a stand it becomes an ideal additional heat source
or spot drying unit to complement larger systems.

The Heatlight VLP10 is ideal for use on small
repairs and other drying jobs. It can be used hand
held or mounted on a stand for many tasks such
as engine drying, strip removal, filler drying, stone
chip repairs and preheating prior to spraying.

VLP10

Flexible, powerful drying
 Fitted with 1kW short wave Gold lamp
 Pistol grip handle
 Wide angle Hi-light reflector
 3m of flexible cable
 Built-in isolating switch
 Optional 1.8m (6ft) chrome plated stand
 Full height ‘side and lock’ heater bracket

Applications
 Spot drying

 Filler drying

 Engine drying

 Stone chip repairs

 Strip removal

 Preheating prior
to spraying

VLP10S

Pistol grip

VLPTD

Isolating switch

Optional 0-99 minute timer
can control one or two
VLP10 fittings.

Technical Data

VLP10 infrared dryer

Heatlight VLP10 range
Code

Watts

VLP10

Hand held

1000

VLP10S

Hand held with stand

1000

VLP10T

Two hand held units with one stand

2000

VLPTD

Timer

1000STWIN

Twin bracket*

Supplied with
 Pistol grip handle
 1kW lamp
 3m cable
Optional
 1.8m stand and slide
and lock bracket

Voltage: All 240V

 Twin bracket to hold 2 units

* Enables 2 x VLP10 units to be positioned side by side
on one stand.

 VLPTD 0-99 minute timer
 110V version available
on request

VLP10 is part of Victory’s Heatlight range of paint dryers that
cover small hand-held units to large area dryers. See the full
range on www.victorylighting.co.uk or contact us for more
information.

1000STWIN

Dimensions
Dryer

Stand

400mm

85mm
1800mm

140mm

500mm
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